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Predictive coding promises more efficient e-discovery reviews, with significant cost savings, to combat the inflationary growth of electronically stored information (ESI). Should you consider using it? This article discusses whether predictive coding is a game changer or simply another tool in the e-discovery arsenal. We also note factors to consider when assessing whether predictive coding could be helpful for your next case.

What is predictive coding?

“Predictive coding” refers generally to the use of automation to manipulate ESI during any stage of e-discovery. The technology is also known by such other names as automated document review, automated document classification, automatic categorization, predictive categorization, and predictive ranking. Predictive coding software, often used in conjunction with traditional early case assessment technologies, presents the possibility to increase rates of document review — in turn dramatically reducing review costs.

In short, predictive coding “(i) start[s] with a set of data, derived or grouped in any number of variety of ways (e.g., through keyword or concept searching); (ii) use[s] a human-in-the-loop iterative strategy of manually coding a seed or sample set of documents for responsiveness and/or privilege; (iii) employ[s] machine learning software to categorize similar documents in the larger set of data; (iv) analyze[s] user annotations for purposes of quality control feedback and coding consistency.”¹ This process can be used to aid reviewers during a traditional manual review or to select and produce documents that have not been viewed by attorneys.

Who offers predictive coding?

E-discovery vendors currently fall into three camps with respect to predictive coding. The first camp readily admits that they do not offer predictive coding. The second camp offers predictive coding services as the term generally has come to be understood. These include Kroll OnTrack, Servient, and Recommind. Epiq Systems offers Equivio>Relevance that “uses statistical and self-learning techniques to calculate graduated relevance scores for each document in the data collection.”² Several vendors offer software platform Relativity coupled with Content Analyst, marketed as Relativity Analytics, that provides concept search technology.

¹ Jason R. Baron, Law in the Age of Exabytes: Some Further Thoughts on ‘Information Inflation’ and Current Issues in E-Discovery Search, 17 RICH. J.L. & TECH. 9, 32 (Spring 2011).
In June of this year, Recommind announced that it was issued a patent on predictive coding (although it has thus far been unsuccessful in its effort to trademark the term “predictive coding”). According to the company, the patent covers “systems and methods for iterative computer-assisted document analysis and review.” A Recommind representative has announced that Recommind will seek to license the patent to other companies that already offer their own versions of predictive coding or that want to have the ability. Some view the patent as a marketing tactic before a possible IPO. Others note that the patent is broad and could be challenged on the basis of both novelty and non-obviousness. At this point, it is unclear how the patent will affect the predictive coding market.

The third set of vendors claim to offer predictive coding services — but, it is unclear whether they have true predictive coding as the term has come to be understood. These vendors may use traditional early case assessment tools in an iterative manner that mimics predictive coding outcomes. For example, the vendor may use filtering, keyword, and date searches to reduce a document set. Manual review can then yield additional information to further hone the search terms and group documents. Several repetitions of this process may further winnow the document set. Although this can be a helpful search technique, it is not predictive coding in the traditional sense of technology providing individual coding calls.

Is Predictive coding a game changer?

Although linear document review — in which individuals manually review and code documents ordered by date, keyword, and the like — has long been the accepted standard, this approach has become costly and, in many cases, inefficient given the exponential increase in ESI. Further, recent studies demonstrate that manual review may not be the “gold standard” it was previously thought to be. Unlike individual reviewers, computers do not get headaches or get tired. Search technology
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has become closer to approximating human reasoning. Given that predictive coding technology has the potential to be the most proportionate way of managing a case, this is an important new technology that must be considered.

**Should you consider using predictive coding?**

We think that predictive coding may be a terrific tool for some cases — but, for others, may be less suitable than a traditional review. It depends on the circumstances. The list below offers factors to consider when assessing whether to use predictive coding.

1. **Volume of Documents**

   Whether you are producing documents or processing a document dump, predictive coding generally works best with a large quantity of documents. The algorithms behind predictive coding generally need a significant amount of data to work properly. There is also a greater benefit to avoid manual review of all documents with a larger amount of data.

   The same predictive coding techniques used to identify responsive documents may also be used to assess whether the documents are privileged. It remains to be seen whether predictive coding will work well with technical documents — but it is certainly possible that predictive coding could be used here as well.

2. **Initial Work**

   Unlike traditional reviews where the bulk of work can occur during the middle or towards the end of the review, predictive coding requires the most work at the start of the review. Instead of a team of contract attorneys diving into the documents and passing their selections to more senior attorneys, predictive coding works best when experienced reviewers review documents until the system is sufficiently trained. Using the skills and knowledge of more senior lawyers to train properly the system will provide long-term benefits. Although this may take a few days of effort at the start, it should be followed by a long tail of cost savings.

3. **Get What You Expect**

   As discussed, vendors offer a variety of services and may have different flavors of predictive coding. To ensure you are getting the services you expected, you should ask your vendor to take you through the proposed workflow and explain how it would work. This will guarantee that everyone — including the client — is on the same page for the review.


4. **Price**

How predictive coding services will be priced in the future remains uncertain. As demonstrated by fees for de-duplication services, vendors tend to charge by the cost savings to the firm — not the effort it takes the vendor to provide the service. This means that even if use of predictive coding would cost significantly less than manual review, vendor fees eventually could reduce the amount of savings. In the short term, firms could reap the benefits. Established predictive coding vendors may be firm on pricing, but many vendors may be eager to break into the field and establish a reputation. If you shop around, you may be able to find a vendor willing to offer predictive coding at reduced rates or even for free on a trial basis.

5. **Other Uses for Predictive Coding**

Use of predictive coding software does not have to be an all or nothing commitment. Using predictive coding techniques could enhance a traditional review. Predictive coding software can rank responsive documents — meaning that a document could be, for example, 84% responsive. Documents can be ranked by responsiveness so that reviewers see more likely responsive documents first. This information could greatly assist manual reviewers when reviewing the documents and speed up the review. After a certain time, if reviewers find that they are agreeing with the computer, the computer assessments could be used for the remainder of the documents without having actual attorney review. Even if this step is not ultimately taken, predictive coding could aid reviewers in a traditional review.

6. **Consider Safeguards.**

Many lawyers (and their clients) are hesitant to be the “test case” for the use of predictive coding when there is no reported decision on this or a similar technology, especially when e-discovery sanctions are at an all-time high. As U.S. Magistrate Judge Andrew Peck recently noted at the Carmel Valley eDiscovery Retreat, none of the important cases on searches has actually endorsed the use of keywords. All of these cases involved criticism of the way that keywords had been used.

To protect yourself in court when using predictive coding, cooperation could be key. Similar to discussing keyword search lists, it may be best to discuss use of predictive coding with the opposing side. Judge Peck advocates being up-front about use of the technology and to get the opponents’ agreement and buy-in. If agreement is not forthcoming, the court could be consulted to rule quickly.
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on the issue. Determining how much of the process to reveal will be established in each case, but
some discussion of the technology and how it will be used should provide a measure of protection in
court.

Conclusion
The growth of ESI (and the importance of these documents to litigations) make finding a manageable
solution to reviewing such material an urgent need. Predictive coding is at the forefront of the
response to this issue. Technologies differ from vendor to vendor — and the use of any product
necessitates diligence from its users to ensure accurate and defensible document review. Use of
predictive coding will likely grow more common in the near future.
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